
 

 

 

Key Stage 3 Curriculum Map 2021-22 

Term-3 

Subject: Art & Design Year: 7 
Focus/Topic         UAE Links HPL Links       Home Learning / Guided Reading 
PROJECT: INSECT ART (12 LESSONS)  
Scheme: Observational study  
Theme: Zentangle Art  
Theory Focus:  Illustration art  
Art elements- Symmetry & Patterns   

Lesson 1: Insect drawing                              
   

  Theory focus- Art Element: Line, Shape & symmetry 
  Technique- Step by step drawing with basic shapes 
  Medium- Pencil 
➢ To observe and create insects with scale and 

measurement techniques. 
 

Research about the 
beetles in the UAE  

https://outdooruae.c
om/outdoor-
activity/otheractivitie
s/beetling-about-the-
uae/ 

  

 

 
➢ I can be enquiring and 

curious to learn new art 
medium. 

Research for 3 interesting facts about 
any 1 insect 
 
 
 

Lesson 2 & 3: Insects with Mark making  

  Theory Focus- Textural patterns & symmetry 
  Technique- Mark making 
  Medium- Pens 
➢ To develop and build textures with mark making skills 

Learn about artist 
insect 
collaboration; 

https://knowablema
gazine.org/article/livi
ng-world/2021/alien-
beauty-creepy-
fascination-insect-art 

 

        
➢ I can apply critical 

thinking skills to analyze 
the application of 
symmetry in textural 
patterns. 
 

Development of pattern inspired by 
insects 
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Lesson 4 & 5: Insect half & half detailed drawing  
 

  Theory Focus- Textural patterns & symmetry 
  Technique- Detail & tonal shading 
  Medium- Colour pencils 
  Artist in focus- Millie Marotta   
➢ Apply symmetry, measurement techniques and 

understanding of formal Art Elements.  

➢ Self-evaluate work in terms of tonal application technique.  

Learn more about 
Illustrator from the 
UAE- 
https://scoopempire.
com/in-pictures-
emirati-artist-brings-
the-unseen-world-of-
insects-to-life/ 

 

        
➢ I can draw with creative 

application of shape 
patterns and actively 
attempt to connect it to 
technique of artist Millie 
Marotta. 

       

Reading task 
https://www.cbc.ca/kidscbc2/the-feed/7-
insects-you-live-with-that-are-pretty-cool  
 
 
 

Lesson 6-8:  Zentangle Patterned Insects 
  
Theory Focus- Textural patterns & symmetry 
Technique- Detail & tonal shading 
Medium- Pencil & Pen 
Artist in focus- Millie Marotta   
➢ Apply scale, measurement techniques and understanding 

of formal Art Elements.  

➢ Identify and apply pattern making technique in artists 
work.   

➢ Self-evaluate work in terms of pattern making technique. 

https://www.thenati
onalnews.com/arts/c
reatures-of-the-
quran-insects-and-
bug-1.63393 

 
➢ I can identify, practice 

and apply pattern making 
technique in Millie 
Marotta’s art style.   

 

Research about Zentangle art therapy  
and create unique designs. 

Lesson 9-12: Formal elements Insects project 
(collaborative artwork) 
 
Each participant will complete their own section of the 
zentangle drawing which is then assembled with the others to 
reveal a unique artwork. 
➢ Creative application of zentangle patterns. 
➢ Demonstration and understanding of all Art Elements 

through practical application. 
➢ Irrespective of individual artistic abilities, all contribute to 

the success of the entire project. 

 

Learn more about 
insects in Islamic 
art- 
 
https://www.metmu
seum.org/art/collecti
on/search/453578 

   
➢ I can work with big ideas 

and holistic concepts 

 
➢ I can collaborate and work 

towards the creative 

application of zentangle 

patterns. 

Extend the learning 
 
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/science
-nature/worlds-most-interesting-insects-
180974748/ 
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